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SENIOR EDITION

Fairview Junior High School
Memphis, Tennessee

FAIR VIEWS
Published by the Students of Fairview Junior High School,
Memphis, Tenn.
Entered as third class matter in the Postoffice at Memphis, Tenn.
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This company is closely linked with
the growth and progress of the city.
We count ourselves partners with the
public and are interested in every enprise that promises commercial, in
dustrial or cultural progress of the
people.
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A Faculty That Is Truly Appreciated
The ninth graders truly appreciate the manner by which they
have been treated by the faculty. There have been misunderstand
ings between the student body and the faculty, but these are all for
gotten now. We hope you have enjoyed us as we have enjoyed you.

Easy To Remember But Hard To Forget
The Value of Preparation
In a few days the ninth grade will receive their diplomas signi
fying that they have successfully completed their course at Fairview.
This parchment will serve as a stone on the path of life, rep
resentative of our acceptance of the responsibility of converting
the raw material, youth, into a finished product. We are expected
as serious young men and women, to prepare ourselves to cope with
the everchanging economic conditions.
In order that our knowledge may concide with our conditions,
we must be aware of the modern conditions that will be prevalent
when the present ninth graders will enter into their respective
careers.
We have received a wonderful foundation at Fairview. This
foundation will aid us in receiving our high school education just
as our high school education will aid us in receiving our college
education or doing our life's work.
We shall feel important when we graduate from junior high
school but we are still rather insignificant. When we graduate
from high school we are almost as important as we felt when we
graduated from junior high school but when we graduate from
college we have enough sense to know that we are just as important
as thousands of other young men and women.
To prove our importance it will be necessary to accumulate
knowedge that will coincide with the existing conditions.
There is only one thing that will insure us of this and that is
PREPARATION.

A Tribute
In behalf of the ninth grade I express grateful appreciation
to our beloved principal, Mr. Wadley, for the natural, kind, just and
friendly way that he has employed in operating Fairview.
It is our sincere wish that his life be a long and prosperous
one. We could not have had a better principal than that pleasing
character and genuine good fellow, Mr. Wadley.

One person that will always linger in cur memory is Miss Lil
lian Magnus, school secretary,. From the time a class enters Fairthrough her sympathetic and understanding manner. I venture to
view till it graduatesMiss Magnus makes friends with every student
state that there is not a pupil for whom she hasn't done some favor
in one way or another. Miss Magnus solves the problems that some
times exist between the students and the teachers in her natural
and tactful manner. Indeed, Miss Magnus will be easy to remember
and hard to forget.

Thanks
Miss Owen and her staff thank everyone who has cooperated
with them in publishing Fair VieWs: We wish' our successors every
suacess and may they be blessed with good luck.

Fairview Honored For
Athletic Achievements
Fairview was honored by a trophy
given by Tunkie Saunders to the
honor of ithe basket ball team.
Perel & Lowenstein, jewelers,
have thoughtfully donated a trophy
to the basketball team. It is a bas
ketball player poised to shoot a goal.
It will soon be on display in the
trophy case.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Boyte, loyal
parents of one of the school's most
accomplished athletes, have given to
Mr. Spray a plaque on which is de
scribed his coaching feats for the
year.
The student body wishes to thank
Tunkie, Perel & Lowenstein, and Mr.

and Mrs. Boyte for this beautiful
array of trophies in our 'iophy case.
We also wish to thank Mr. Spray
for his untiring efforts in bringing
such 'glory to Fairview.

Congratulations,
Judge Martin
Fairview has a right to congradulate John D. Martin for his youngest
daughter, Mary Clayton, is a member
of the 8-1 class.
Judge Martin succeeded the late
Harry B. Anderson as Federal Judge
of the Western Division of the West
ern District of Tennessee. We wish
Judge Martin all the success is the
world and may his term be one of
only pleasant experiences.
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Prophecy
It is the custom of the graduating
class to have a prophecy so I'm going
to try to do the jpb.
We find Harriet Northcross as a
hostess in a New York night club.
Helen Foppiano is a dancer there.
Robert Adkinson has turned out to
be a waiter she tells me and has given
Bennie Joyner a well known designer;
up to Elder Shearon now a million
aire and president of an oil com
pany. Betty Jean Caffey is an artist's
model ( incidentally has always been
her ambition), and is engaged to
Lyman McLallen, a play boy. Mar
garet Stackhouse is an opera singer
and she was to sing that very night
so we went to hear her—Her voice is
as lovely as ever—Afterwards we
went back stage to see her and she
told us that Mary Eleanor Brown
has settled down and gotten married.
The next morning I left New York
and returned to Memphis. It looked
good to me after being away for 12
years. As I passed thru Lowensteins
I ran into Ruth Henderson. She told
me that she and Jim New were happily
married and had three children. She
told me that Jim J r . , l o o k s
like our old school mate. I heard
that Mary McRae was out teaching at
Fairview so I went out to see her.
Who should I see there but Leslie
Gruber. Mary told me how sad it
was. He'd been there fifteen years
but hadn't passed yet. It must be
something wrong in his head. Dorothy
Williams flirted with Claude McCord
all year (1935) in Latin| The flirt
ation kept on and now she is Mrs.
Claude Manley McCord. Charles Mar
vin Collins gave up trying to win
Betty Jeanne Claffey when she left
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fqr New York and turned his attention
to Peggy Dessommes. Now they are
a devoted couple and live in a cozy
little house on Parkway. I picked up
•the paper and whose pictute should
I see but Mary Heath Butler's. She's
queen of the Cotton Carnival and
a slim one too. Her picture is lovely.
(After Kid Day, Bridges Jones de
cided he shouldn't waste his marvelous
acting ability digging ditches so he's
one of the unemployed punk actors).
As I went on reading the paper I
saw where Claude McCord was fil
ing suit for a divorce because he
didn't like Eugene Goldberger to
call on Dorothy Williams so much
This is really surprising. It's a shame
to have such a happy home broken up
by such a beast. Katherine Walker
is a prim and prissy old maid, still as
neat as ever. Marie Morris is happy
in her home for stray cats. She got
the money from her rich uncle when
he got out of the poorhouse.
HAIL TO FAIRVIEW

Hail! to thee oh, Fairview, Hail!
Proudly, we shout thy name.
Onward through the years we shall
go,
Ne'er shall we disgrace thy name.
So now we say to thee farewell,
In memory of happy days.
Hail to thee, oh Fairview!
Tho' we must leave our hearts reT0 the Orange! To the Gray!
We have ever been loyal
From (the first, To the last,
Thro' the years we have spent with
you
Know you all that we hate
The though of parting now with
you.
T'o the sports! To the clubs!
We bid a fond adieu.
BILLY HOPPER and ROBERT
Harrison.
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STAFF OF F A I R V I E W S

Front row, left to right—Tom Warren, Ralph Hoisington, Charles Collins,, Jack
Jones, Elder -Shearon, Eugene Patterson. Back row—Dorothy Williams, Sue
Cleveland, Warren Barry, Miss Nell Owens, Harriet Nonthcross, Robert Adkison,
Louise Clayton.
laurel to the many won by Fairview
students this year. Frances is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Jackson, 1952 Jackson Avenue.

Congratulations,
Frances
We wish to congratulate Frances
Jackson, 9-1, on winning the Junior
High School typing contest. She typ
ed new material faster and more
accurately than any of the other con
testants. On Graduation Day, she will
be presented a Royal Portable type
writer. Frances has added another

Fair Views Receives
Second Class Honors
In the fifteenth All-American crit
ical service conducted by the Nation
al Scholastic Press Association,,
Fairview received a second class
honor rating.
This is the first time Fairview has
been criticized by experts. With the
experience gained this year we hope
to place h'gher next year.

ff
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9-1
been singing lately is "I never had
a Chance." It's always dedicated to
This is the last month that our class
will be 9_l's. We all hate to leave the one and only Eugene Goldberger.
Onoe she was intrigued by the hand
Fairview but all of us are looking
some Richard Maury but she finds
forward to next year. Our class will Eugene still more handsome.
be scattered but we'll always remem
It makes me feel quite funny to re.
ber these three years in Fairview. alize that this is the last time I'll
In the seventh grade Miss Rucker was be able to contribute to Fair Views.
our home room teacher, in the eighth The ninth grade will go »to their class
grade M'ss K. Haun, and this year es sorryfully during the last week—.
we've had M'ss Owen. Civics has We'll hate to leave our old friends
proven to be our most amusing class and teachers
Robert Adkinson is the real comedian
Good-bye and good luck,
of the class , altho Bennie JoySUE CLEVELAND
ner's relatives in Bolivar are
JIM NEW
stiff competition. Bennie has been
quiet lately because every time
she looks at Ralph Hoisiington's
Once again Fairview has turned out
handsome face her heart beats so hard
that she's afraid to open her mouth another triumphant graduating class;
for fear her heart might jump out. all too soon we shall have to leave be
Elder Shearon is always so busy look_ loved halls of Fairview and the kind
ing at Teeny Nothcross's face that ly guidance of its teachers for an
he never notices her big feet until he other school. Will our new schools
stumbles over them. This makes .Fran hold for us the friendships, joy, and
ces Jackson sit up and take notice. fun thnt we have known here? You
She claims that Elder is fickle.. We've seventh and eighth graders probably
worked hardest for Miss K. Haun. envy us and wish that you were grad
we have had for th)s three years uating with us; but let me tell you
we've been here.
We have sung that this year has been one of the
happiest years in my life and I only
our Latin to Mt'ss Nwton.
Claude McCord is having a hard wish that I had spent three years in
stead of one here.
time fighting off the attentions of
The 9-2s have had a most success
Dorothy Williams and Marie Morris
ful year. Every activity in the school
in the trird period Latin class.
Katherine Walker is awfully jeal has boasted of one or more members
ous of Charlene Fleetwood because of our class. The ninth grade pres
Russell Pale (our famous band ma ident, the editor, the king and queen
and many othr positions were filled
jor) sits so near her in English. Char
by members of our class and we ap
lene limits her conversation to lessons
but Kathrine likes to talk about preciate it and are proud to have
other things. Eugene Conoway has done something toward the welfare
a
of our Fairview.
not been able to e t or sleep for days.
All he can do is think abount Kate
Here's hoping that Fairview will
Parker. All Mary Heath Butler has always carry its; colors as proudly as
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it has this year, and the, next 9-2
class will have a teacher as fine and
Understanding as Miss Curtis.
Lots of luck, •
BETTY JEANNE CLAFFEY
9-4

We the 9-4 class, wish to tell every
one in Fairview, including teachers,
Mr. Wadley, and students how much
we have enjoyed being with you this
year, and how sorry we are to have
to leave Fairview. In leaving we
wish to thank all the teachers for
thteir kindness to us during our stay
here.
We now leave you, wishing joy
and success to all the seventh and
eighth graders.
We all regret that we can't take
Miss Cody with us.
ROBERTA BREWER
Hello Folks,
This will be about the last time
we will get to shoot the bull about
the best home room in the whole
school. For May 31 is when w'e
will call it a year. We just want to
wish everybody in the 7th and 8th
grades as much pleasure as it has
been for us to go through Fairview
and as I have nothing else to say we
will get a little scandal for you.
We wonder why John Eaton won't
fool with Martha Hicks. Why? Be
cause Sylvia Seawright has his num
ber. We wonder why and how James
Chamblin got to be so popular with
the girls on the Cotton Carnival float.
We wonder why Tom King has gone
crazy over Janet Lynch. Why Joe
Reyes carries Frances F. home in his
Ford everyday. Why Larry Smith
has gone crazy over Katherine Good
man (ask Tommy Ross.) Why Rose
Lee dreams about Clyde Bowen. Why
the school has not put the names
of the players on the football and
basketball cups. The boys in our

room will never forget the cups even
though their names are not on them.
And last but not least we wonder
Why the 9-5 class is so smart.
We wish Miss Fitzwater all the
luck in the world, and hope she has
as good a home rpom next year as
she had this year, (ahem)
9-6

I want to tell Mr. Jones what a
swell time we have had in his class
this year.
Yesterday, as Audrey Buchanan
was coming home from one of her
teas, she heard someone calling her
and on turning aroUnd she found
T'ommy Lee Ross calling his cow.
(I wouldn'ft let them call me a cow).
We have a new boy in our class.
Bill Temple. He went out for field
meet and won in his division.
Eddie Jenkins has fallen hard for
Margaret Nickolls.
Tommy Ross
is robbing the cradle for girl friends.
It's Carolyn Fletcher now. By the
time this goes to press, it will prob
ably be Edna Garrett. He talks to
her all the time in English. Billy
Ellington has gone for Audrey Buch
anan, while James Cude has taken
Mary Frances (Pal) Halford. The
girls have gone for Bill Temple in
a big way, (maybe it is his southern
accent) but Jean Ragan seems to
have won.
RUTH DODSON
8-1

The 8-1 class has suceeded in win
ning four awards in contests on co
operation and has lead the school in
the number of pupils on the honor
roll for the year.
Having taken first place in the P.
T. A. membership drive, we have
cinched the prize in attendance at the
meetings. Then adding two more
awards to the list we won tht Father's
Night prize for having the most fath
ers present, and also the prize for
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will be bookkeepers and stenograph-

the second week of the magazine
drive.
The money won will be spent by
the class, when school is near closing,
on a swimming party.
8-2 Class News

And in conclusion, I might say
that the future of the 9th grade, as
a whole, is a very bright, one.
And here is wishing you luck!

8-4 Class News
Mildred Hamilton, from Alanta,
Our class has organized a Softball
Ga. has been enrolled in the 8-2 class.
She was greeted with the usual hos team in gym. The captain is J. C.
Ray, with Jack Cartwright as his as
pitality so outstanding in the 8-2.
Alice Short has been caught red- sistant. We stand a pretty good
chance of winning the 8th grade
handed with a note again. Really this
has become a frequent occurence. championship.
It seems that Julian Moser will not
Anyway, Alice Clara Signaigo and
Betty Jane Wheeler held the spot occupy the lumber cage in woodshop
and make his speech every afternoon
light one day in Miss Lovejoy's room.
because we are taking up electricity.
I could ramble on and on, but
Both classes, the 8-4 and 8-3, regret
owing to this special issue I will close
this because Julian made some very
with an—
i jl
good speeches. He might turn out
ODE TO THE NINTH GRADE
to be an orator some day.
If you be in days to come
The 8-4 wishes to congratulate the
Far away from present home
1935 graduating class of Fairview.
In a thoughtful, pensive mood
TOMMY HUNT
Idle, in your solitude
days
8-5
Look back into your old school
This, dear little ones is the 8-5
days.
reporter bringing you the latest
Your childhood life, your work and
news from our class. We had three
plays
of our pupils on the honor roll
Remembering with a gusty sigh,
last month and we hope to have
The way in which you said good that many on it next month. We
bye.
are rather planning to have a picnic
With aching heart and tearful eye
about May 29. One of our girls, Car
To dear old Fairview Junior High. oline Fletcher, was successful in the
JOHN NORTHCROSS
field meet.
Bethel Carrington and Caroline
The Future of the Ninth Gr»de
Fletcher seems to enjoy fighting. Are
The future of the 9th grade these little fights just lovers' quar
varies over a wide stretch of ground. rels?
That's all, there is and there ain't
Some have the beginning of great
athletes while others who do not have
JO ANNE HENDERSON
talent in that line may become fa
mous business men. Yet in a group
8-7
there are always some who will be
This is the 8-7 again. Our room
mechanics and enter the technic*l
thinks "Fair Views" is perfect. We
world.
As to the girls, Some will settle are very glad to have the pleasure of
down and get married while others, wishing the 9th grade success and
who have the ability to do such, happiness. We are also glad to wel

come Jack and John Rayburn to Fairview.
Phylis and Joy like to watch Jack
r.nd John. Every morning Midred
Hardister has a sweet smile for Ray
mond Allen. Norma Riggins seems
to be dreaming of a blonde. I hope
everyone has a nice vacation.
LILLIE BELL YOUNGE
8-8

Hi-ho everybody, this is the old
reporter bringing you the news of
the 8-8 class.
We have a new member in our
class, Myron Frey.
We are very sorry to lose the ninth
grade, but we are glad to take their
place. And the seventh grade is
glad to take our place.
The 8-8 class hopes that you all
have a nice vacation.
Till next year,
NANCY BILLINGS

Helen Manuel still smiles at Louis
Moore whTe B. D. watches on. Pretty
Glora Miller sits very quietly and
and smiles at D. M. We learn that
Bobby Hunt has fallen like a ton of
brick for a girl in 7-3. Guess
who? B. D. Still sends J. M. notes
but she writes x
N. B. B.
7-3

Hi-Ho Everybody,
The Fairview locomotive rolls in
with a car load of reports. F'or this
month we have what the 7-3 class
will be doihg a year from now.
Walker Rain—Still asking ques
tions.
Dorothy Katz—In class 8-1.
Billy Caldwell—Happy and con
tented in the room with G. L.
Helen Manuel—Combing her hair.
Bernice Hoffman—Trying to re
duce.

Bill Daughtery—Worrying about
his rusty bicycle.
Billy Carney—T'ardy.
Jean Meek—Still skinny.
Mary F. McAuley—In the Glee
Club.
Now we pay a little tribute to Fairview's ninth grade students. Jack
Jones you have done a grand job of
managing Fa r View's. Tunkie Saun
ders a splendid worker for Stu_
dent Government.
If there has
been anything printed with which
you disagree, I apoligize. I hope next
year I shall be writing in Fair-View's
for you again.
Rieporter for 7-3.
MARY FRANCES McAULEY
7-7

This is station L-o-v-e-j-o-y broad
casting the month's news. We would
like to congratulate the ninth grade.
We hope that they will like their new
schools as well as they liked Fairview.
We are very glad that school is al
most out and know thai everyone
else feels the same way. On noticing
the pupils in the room, I find that
Dan Cupid has not been "foiled
again." C. C. has fallen for "Little
Man" Jack Bishop. V. S. likes Harry
Reed, an awful lot, too.
Our sincere wishes for a happy
vacation, for everyone.
MAX FRIEDMAN
7-8

Station P- I-T-T-S
Let's take time out right now to
wish the ninth grade luck, success and
happiness, No matter what high
school you might attend, we wish you
luck. May you support it as you have
supported Fairview.
LOUIS PITTS
Math Prof.—Now, if I subtract 25
from 37, what's the difference?
Little Willie—Yeah. That's what
I say. Who cares?
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Glee Club News
Well here we are again. School
is nearly out
We know everyone
will be glad to have a vacation and
yet so sorry to leave Fairview.
The Glee Club girls are going to
have a picnic soon.
The ninth grade glee club girls will
sing "Pale in the Amber West", at
graduation.
We shall be sorry to lose some
very good n'nth grade singers.
The girls who went to Nashville,
did very well and we are proud of
them.
On May Day, all glee clubs in
Memphis assembled at Bellevue for
the annual May Festival. The pro
gram was very good and we enjoyed
it very much.
We wish everyone a happy and
pleasant vacation.
We hope every
one will be'promoted.
Your Reporter,
CLARYNE HOLLAND
GRADUATION MUSIC

We are very grateful to Miss
Owen for writing the words of one
of .the graduation songs. They are
suitable and the entire ninth grade
is pleased with them. Miss Haun is
working hard to teach the songs to
the r.tudents. We wish to thank both
of them for their splendid co-opera
tion.
The words of the songs, "Memo
ries of Fairview" and "Welcome,
Sweet Springtime," are printed be
low:
Memories of Fairview

Introduction:
With joy we greet the moon,
The day of graduation;
How sweet the thrill of pride
And friends' congratulations.
First Verse:
Yet with the rapture
There comes a sorrow
That we must leave you, Fairview,
Memories will ever bring back
these days again.

VIEWS
Second Verse:
Tho we must leave you,
We'll always love you;
No matter where we may be,
Sweet memories will ever bring
back these days again.
Chorus
Like a sweet song
Will linger long,
These golden days from care so free,
Tho we should roam '
Away from home
To distant lands beyond the sea.
Third Verse
Each precious moment
Will come before us,
And we shall live them once more
For memories will ever bring back
these days again.
Welcome, Sweet Springtime

First Verse
Welcome, sweet springtime,
We greet thee with song.
Murmurs of gladness
Fall on the ear.
Voices long hushed now their full
notes prolong,
Echoing far and near.
Second Verse
Sunshine now wakes
All the flowers from sleep,
Joy-giving incense
Floats on the air.
Snowdrop and primrose both timidly
peep.
Hailing the glad new year.
Chorus
Balmy and life-breathing -breezes
are blowing,
Swiftly to nature's now vigor be
stowing,
Ah, how my heart beats with rap
ture anew
As earth's fairest beauties again
greet my view.
Third Verse
Sing then, ye birds,
Raise your voices on high ;
Flowers awake ye,
Burst into bloom,
Springtime is come and sweet sum
mer is nigh—
Sing then, ye birds, O sing.
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"If you could call it that, yes," he
replied modestly.

Thus mystified, I politely waited
until everybody was gone and then,
CONCLUSION
in a fever of excitement, I listened,
(Narrative continued by Beatrice)
Screaming hysterically, I stag all ears, to the queerest story I had
gered across the doorway, only to ever heard.
"It seems that there was a Dr.
fall into the arms of that noble man,
Leitzell, professor of botany, and in
Hawkins, and faint dead away.
Again I revived, dropped over sane. He had been living in India
Miss Ethelinda's best parlor chair, until a month ago, when he came
that dear man wAh another glass here to London. With hiih he carr ed three foreign plants. NO hotels
of water, leaning over me.
would take him with his plants, and
My eyes glanced over the room. he found our lonely greenhouse,
There, bound and gagged, sat Miss thinking this house deserted, and he
Ethelinda.
My senses returned. planted his plants in there. Two of
Miss Ethelinda insane! Completely,
them died, but the other, a flyutterly batty! Stary, raving mad!
catching plant, thrived tremendous
Having nothing else to do, I prompt
ly on American soil. Rats, birds,
ly fainted again.
and mice were presently eaten.
This time when I came to it was
When our black cat, Rose, disappear
quite dark. Hawkins had made no ed, Dr. Leitzell decided something
attempt to revive me, and, as I was
must be done. He began to make
informed, had taken Miss Ethelinda the blue liquid. In this process he
to a nearby asylum.
stayed in his hotel room all day.
He was sitting opposite me in an
During his absence the plant, now
other chair, staring blankly in front huge in size, became ravenous, and
of him. I did not disturb his mud sensing the two old sisters reurndled reverie, and presently, hearing ing from the ball, and, reaching over
the paper clatter to the porch, he the wall, caught Miss Lucille in its
rose mechanically and went out to mighty petals, crushed her life out
the porch. Suddenly he rushed into before she could cry for help and,
the room, waving the paper excited satisfied with its meal, thrust her
ly.
back into the street. Miss Ethelin
"Look, Beatrice! Body of man da, horrified at the awful scene,
found floating in river!
Guess went insane; and since, has resided
what! I know how Miss Lucille met in an empty wine cellar down the
her death!"
street. Dr. Lietzell heard about the
And before I could put in a word,
old lady's death, but suspected noth
he was up the street in a cloud of ing until returning one night with
dust.
the perfected liquid, he saw Miss
Exactly two hours later he re Ethelinda's shoe, hat, mangled hand
turned with Sergeant Reilly and and blood between the huge petals
some other officers.
as they opened and shut. Terrified,
"Beatrice," said Sergeant Reilly, he flung two bottles of the blue
"meet Detective R. H. Hawkins, S. liquid over the plant, which were the
0.," or something like that.
two bottles which we found.' He
"Oh, Hawkins, I am so proud. Did dropped the bag and ran to the wood
you really solve the murder?"
shed for an axe. He got ours and
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tried to cut the plant in two. The good, better, and one of the best in
plant thrashed around and caused Memphis.
Then they -think of the good times
the crash we heard. He finally
they have had—of the Ninth Grade
severed the stalk and flung away the
axe. The plant, dulled by the se Dance, Kid Day, the different Debat
rum, clutched half-heartedly at the ing Club Dances, and then they look
professor, and he managed to get as forward to their graduation.
Then as they again grow serious,
far as the bridge, running with it,
until it overpowered him, and both they think of what the school has
fell into the river, sinking at once. done for them. They think of our
excellent faculty. Of how they have
While we had been out at the green
patiently, willingly helped and exhouse, Miss Ethelinda had, from
pained and worked with them. With
force of habit, entered her home and
out their co-operation they never
ransacked her own money box.."
"But, Hawkins." I questioned, could have made the success and ex
cellent records they did. And as
"how did you know of Dr. Leitzell?"
they think of this they are sure Fair"I inquired at the hotel for a man
view has improved their moral char
owning plants yesterday."
acter as well as their mental stand
"But about the plant?"
"I found a green juice on the ings.
And then as they head for the
bridge yesterday, a chemist pro
"Last Round Up", their eyes smart
nounced it the juice of a fly-catch
and a lump comes into their throats
ing plant, and the body had traces of
and they bid Fairview good bye.
it upon the clothes."
THE END
Anna Kate Masters, 8-1

Ninth Grade
Bids Good-Bye

Debating Club News

I am sure that Miss Newton has
As the ninth grade bids their last
goodbye to Fairview their eyes are turned out some good debaters this
year. We've enjoyed the debates and
wet with tears and their hearts are
sad for they must leave us. The learned lots from them. It has taught
last week as they go to their classes us to be better speakers and that
and wander about the campus their improves our everyday speaking too.
•thoughts run back three years and Elder Shearon has been a good pre
they think of what they have done sident and presided with dignity,
for their dear old Alma Mater. They Some of the best debaters are Leslie
Gruber, Jack Jones, .Bill^r Driver,
think of how they have supported
Bobby Robinson, Eugene Conaway,
and encourged victory to our two
winning basketball 'teams and our Billy Hopper, Robert Harr'son, Tom
swell and triumphant football team. Warren and Bob Brock. The most
Of how they helped put in our show improved is Lyman McLallen. Doro
thy Williams and Marguerite Fabrin
case three lovely loving cups. Of
how they established and supported seem to be the best girl debaters. A
Student Government. Of how they large number of the seventh and
sent and proudly claimed the excel eighth graders are in the Debating
Club this year so we are certain that
lent Glee Club to Nashville -that won
the State Prize. Of how they saw it will be carried on next year.
SUE CLEVELAND
our library get its start and become
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Information Bureau
The information bureau is open to
give you information on the Fairview love affairs.
We'll give you the correct infor
mation on where everyone is going
to school next year.
Claude MeCord was trying to get
Betty Jeanne Claffey to go to Central
where he could be near her, but his
ing Lyman McLallen came in and
arguments were of no avail. Then he
tried to commit suicide but that dashturned off the gas. Then he tried to
enter Lausanne where Betty Jeanne
will be but the principal refused be
cause she felt that Claude would be a
bad influence on the girls.
Now
Claude feels that it's a cruel, cruel
world.
Charles Collins think the girls
will fall head over heels in love with
him in his new uniform. (He hasn't
decided where he will go yet,) Marie
Morris will go to Central and of
course James Holcombe will be there
because it would break his heart not
to be negr Marie. Robert Adkinson
plans to go to Central. (If he passes)
It seems that most of Fairview will
be at Central with her perky hair rib.
be at Central with her ptrky hair rib
bon. Jack Jones expects to be editor
of tlie "Warrior" before he leaves
Central. Lyman McLallens fiery de
bating will show up there too. The
"long legs of Fairview" (Dan West)
will show up at Central. Dan hopes to
be able to stand up without touching
the ceiling. (He'll soon be up there fi
he doesn't stop growing.) Heathie
Butler will go to Lausanne. She is sad
because she won't be near Robert
Adkinson—Poor girl! She needs a
bathtub to catch her tears.
Hughes Wadley will go to Central
where he could be in the same class
with Dorothy Williams. Russell Pole
thinks that he'll be drum major of

the Central band. As Tunkie Saunders
will probably be president of the
student government, Fairview ought
to be running Central. Marguerite
Fabin will still have as many admirers
at Central as she now has at Fairview. Ralph (better known as Princy)
Hoisington will be there too. Bennie
Joyner must be near Ralph, so we'll
expect to see her next year. Billy
Hopper hates to leave Frances Jack
son but she'll go to Tech and he to
Central. Katherine Bickers will give
him a little conolation tho. Good
luck Bickers. Elder Shearon hopes that
he'll have grown a little before he
reaches Central. Lawrence Gresham
will still talk with his accent at Tech
next year. Edwin Allen plans to enter
Tech and it breaks Margaret Hen
derson's heart because she'll be a-t
Central. Ainslie Pryor will go to
Sewanee.
Any other information will be given
Upon request. Just send a self ad
dressed stamped envelope to Clark
Gable, Hollyood, California.
NOTICE

' Ira Wilson is a woman hater now.
Mairlyn Wilkinson has lost her
mind.
Sam FraziSr likes the girls.
Rosemary Thompson is recovering
from an injury of the brain.
Billy Ellington has picked Jane
Courtney up.
Claudius Cannon often has night
mares, (men)
John Eaton is in the mood of fight
ing.
Sylvia Seawright has been hit on
•the head.
WANTED

And is included in Barbara Odle's
prayers
A clear concience
A new face
One dozen Charles Ramseys.
And another cheese carnival.
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The Ninth Grade 20
Years From Now
Henry Jackson—A second Charles
Atlas.
Jack Jones—An unemployed Ful
ler Brush man.
Harriot Northcross—A model for
lumbermen's boots.
Howard Baine—Just another Fred
Astaire.
Betty Jeanne Claffey—Still trying
to catch some big fish like Jones.
Eob Walt—Coaching the Devil's
Island Hacksaw's football team.
Peggy Dessommes—Still trying to
get home from the children's ball.
Sue Cleveland—Trying to hook
Woodrow Humphries.
Heathie Butler—The second Greta
Garb.o.
George Hr.le—Taking up where
Einstein left off.
Elmer McGowan—Sucessful plum
ber attending his graduationat part
•time school with his charming wife
—Mrs. Sue Cleveland McGowan.
Robert Adkinson—A prohibition
officer .
Claude McCord—Taxi driver.
Billy Driver—Trying to get tight
with a nickel's wor.th of witch hazel.
Claudius Cannon—Leader of a
church choir.
Ralph Hoisington—Salesman of
Fuller Fishes.
Joe Tagg—Cradle Roll Sunday
School teacher.
T'unkie Saunders—"Soap box com
munist."
Dorothy Williams—First woman
garbage collector.
Richard Maury—Milk man.
John Eaton—Professional tiddleywinks player.
Elder Shearon—President of mat
rimonial bureau.
Earnest James—Settled, very set
tled— in fact in Sing Sing.
RICHARD M.

Dramatic Club News
"The Gypsy's Secret", is a musi
cal playlet to be presented under
•'.he direction of Miss Delle Fitzwater, sponsor of the Fairview Dramatic Club, exhibit night, May 24.
Stage setting, Miss Helen Hamil
ton; costume designing, Miss Mar
tha Turner; sewing, Miss Emma
Graves; typing, Miss Martha Angell;
dancing, Miss Inez Rucker; gymnas
tics, Mr. J. H. Spray; and music,
Miss Frances Haun and Antoinette
Love joy.
Cast of characters:
Captain
Fred Billings
Queen
Sue Cleveland
Madre
Helen Parker
Wildflower
Janet Lynch
Prince Fernando
Harry Noyes
Messenger
Eugene Conaway
The club has also been working
on a one-act play "The Black
Cupid."
HOWARD BAINE.

Slogan Contest Winner
Again one of our pupils have
brought home first prize. This time it
was Jean Bensinger of the 9-5s. She
won $2.00 for her slogan "Clean for
pride and pleasure; Make home a
healthful treasure."
We congratulate you Jean and we
thank you for bringing another honor
to Fairview.
T'he annual school exhibit will be
Friday, May 24, 1935. Patrons and
friends are cordially invited to at
tend. Exhibition of work of special
departments from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. and from 7-30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
An added attraction of the evening
program will be a dramatic presenta
tion, A Gypsy's Secret, by Fairview
pupils in the auditorium. There will
be also a contribution by members of
the gymnasium classes.
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Results of Girls'
Part in Field
and Track Meet
There were eight schools partici
pating in the event.
Fairview's 110 pound girls came
first in the relay event. The relay
team consisted of Alderine Rutledge,
Mary Rainey, Madeline Wilkinson
and Caroline Fletcher.
Ruth Woods placed first in two
out of three events she was in. Ruth
was representing Fairview in dash,
broad jump, and basketball throw.
Roth came in first in the dash and the
broadjump with a jump of 14 feet
and 4 inches, a lead of three inches
over Bessie Mae Dunlap.
Alderine Rutledge won in broadjump with a jump of 14 feet and
5 inches.
The girls did their part, but Fairvciew placed third.
Bellevue placed first with a one
point lead over Treadwell.
Louise Clayton

We Wish That—

Robert Adkinson would try to talk
without using his eyebrows.
Leslie Gruber would not be so con
ceited.
Joe Reyes would not be so loud in
the halls.
Dorothy Williams would leave
Claude McCord alone during third
period Latin.
Sue Cleveland would stop putting
Elder and Jim would stop drawing
silly cartoons.
Bennie Joyner would stop talking
about her relatives.
Lawrence Gresham would not use
"that old western accent".
Edwin Allen would be quiet.
Marie Morris would not giggle so
much.
Eugene Goldberger would wake up.

15.

Dan west would shrink.
Ralph Hoisinger would atop telling
"fish" stories.
Crorus girl Heath'e would stop
sueing boys for breach of promise.
Eugene C., Billy H., and Robert H.
Would behave in Social Science.
Russell Pole would stop trying to
vamp Miss Lucas.
Katherine Walker would talk fastMary McRae would grow.
Sue Cleveland and Dorothy Wil
liams would agree on something.
Claudius Cannon would not be so
bashful. (?)
John Eaton would stop trying to
commit sucide,
Kate Parker and Hale Mosely
would stop imitating Romeo and Ju
liet.
Miss Haun would give shorter al
gebra assignments.
We would have more holidays.
TEN YEARS FROM NOW
Charlie Ramsey—Dancing teacher.
Barbara Odle—Taking dancing
from Charlie.
Mairlyn Wilkerson—Orche s t r a
leader.
Horace Hines—Wondering why he
always likes orchestra leaders.
Rose Mary Thompson—Gigolette.
Sam Frazier—Still going to Broad
way Inn.
Jane Courtney—Professional bi
cycle rider.
Chink Chamblin—Wine taster.
Claudius Cannon—Blues singer.
John Eaton—All-American foot
ball star.
Mayme Holland—Clothes designer
for women.
Larry Smith—Owner of a pet shop.
Sylvia Seawright—A grandstand
sitter at the AU-American football
game.
John Lewis Taylor—Prize fighter.
Yelma Flame—John Lewis's man
ager.
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Suggestions for a
Better Fair Views
Mary F. Mc Auley 7-3
In the paper, I think there should
be more editorials about athletics
for Fa rview has a lot of them. Of
course we srould all like to see more
advertising.
I enjoy reading the,jokes of FairViews. I suggest that we have a joke
box in which we put our jokes
and at the end of the month, we pick
the best ones out and print them on
the joke page.
Macon Bennett 7-8
More jokes
Frank L. Richmond 7-8
We want the scandal sheet, a lot
of jokes, and a "Who's Who" con
test.
Junaes Dean 7-8
; We like a "Who's Who" contest
Betty Custer Chafin 7-8
I like the scandal sheet and the
jokes,
James Brown 7-8
I want more scandal.

Index to Male Grads
Note: Don't say we didn't warn
you
Atkins, Kim—Conceit has another
Collins, Charles—If you want to
rob the cradle.
Davis, Richard—Okay, if it's a
blind date.
Driver, Billy—Fast as his airplane
—take your own chance.
Guy, William—White monkey.
Holcombe, James—A diamond in
the rough.
Hunt, John—How'm I doing?
Jones, Bridges—Are you mentally
exhausted?
Jones, Jack—Poison Ivy—Don't
McCord,

Claude—M-m-m—Y o u

can't ever tell.
McLallen, Lemon—To young -to
know what it's all about.
New, Jim—Intelligence with a
pseudo-accent and a yellow sweater.
Pryor, Ainslie—Apply Marguerite
Fabrin.
Shearon, Elder—President of De
bating Club but nice.
Stone Carl—Clark Gable's farmer
Walt Bob—The breath of spring.
West, Dan—The thin man.

Index to Girls
The straight dope on possible—and
impossible—blind dates.
Note: Only eighth graders are al
lowed to date in this column.
Bensinger Jean—Wihdrawn from cir
culation.
Brown, Mary Eleanor—The lesser
of two evils.
Cannon, Claudius—The portrait of a
lady.
Cleveland, Sue—Convenient, if there
is no one else available at the last
minute.
Ford, Margaret—Red-headed woman.
Foppiano, Helen—Bowed by the
weight of years.
Holcombe, Edith—Oh, that floating
power.
Lynch, Janet—Maybe her hair won't
be so blond next •time.
Manley, Margaret—Forward.
Morris, Marie—Take along a pair of
earmuffs.
Mitchel, Peggy—Musical and all that,
Mott, Gloria—Sex appeal with a
squeak.
Northcross, Teeny—Next best thing
to date with Miss Rucker.
Rainey, Mary—An overdose of vi
vacity.
Sherman, Evelyn—If you can stand
for a lot.
Thompson, Rosemary—Consult Sam
Frazier for recomendations.
Flake, Vela—Minnie Mouse.
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Flies in Our Soup
Bennie Joyner's relatives in Boli
var.
Russel Pole's winking at all the
girls.
Willie Vernon Brigance's earMargaret Stackhouse's ditto and
make-up.
Leslie Gruber's poundage,
or
should we say tonnange?
Claryne Holland's lov-v-v-v-v-e-ly
Joe Reyes' profile.
Lawrence Gresham's accent.
Mary Clayton Martin's awkward
stride.
Monitors and marshals.
Mary Va. Smith's orange sweater
and brown shirt.
Corrie Christie's primness.
Charles Collins' social climbing.
Rose Lee's conceit.
Lyman McLallen's arguing.
Edna Cavanaugh's finger nails.
Bob Adkison's devotion to Heathie
Butler.
Eleanor R'ggin's ballet Dancing.
Richard Maury's attempts to win
Heathie from Bob.
Katherine Walker's long, boring
tales and mean remarks.
Bridges' Jones always talking
about Dorothy W.
Betty Jean Claffey's heartsick
lovers.
Claude McCord's "Don't you think
Jeannie's cute?"
Peggy Dessommes slimness.
Eugene G.s contsant staring at S.
Clark C.
Sue Cleveland's affected air and
accent.
Bob A.'s laugh.
Claudius Cannon's torch songs.
Audrey Buchanan's adoration of
Fred Billings.
June Barnett's curls.
Nerson Freeburg's striped socks.

Margaret Henderson's oldish coif
fure.
Dorothy Williams' appetite.
Bill Edge's drunk again."
Margaret Manley's gum.
Horace Hines "you're a sissy."
Jane Cleveland's "and so—."
Elder Shearon's cartoons.
Marie Morris' innocence.
Billy Drivers face.
Sylvia Seawright's "you quit."
Hale Moseley's art.
Helen Kirby's dancing with M.
Eleanor Brown.
Jim New's and Richard Maury's
fraternities.
Helen Parker's dramatics.
Ralph Hoisington's hair.
Jimmy Collier's attraction for M.
Clayton Martin.
John Eaton's "Oh, the girls all like
Jean Bensinger's ego. It"s really
colossal.
Gloria Mott's "hi, ya kid."
Bob Walt's swagger walk.
Being able to see the Pippin from
Miss Owen's room and not being
able to ride it.
Charlene Fleetwood's old maidishness.
Edna Kraus' fairness (?) as a
marshal.
Bob Lynne's dimensions.
"Chink" Chamblin's indifference
to girls.
Mary New's roses.
Eugene Conaway's suspenders.
Tunkie Saunders' big head.
Miss Lucas "Put your head on your
desk.
Jack Thompson's charm for "Pat"
Abraham. Can't she see he's entire
ly taken up with M. V. Smith.
Last, but not least,, J. Paul Jones
the editor-in-chief.
Will the abOvesaid please take a
hint and oblige all of Fairview?
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VI

Dorothy Dix's
Column

Dear Dot,
Why is it that M. Edwards doesn't
even miss S. J. H.
LIVE WIRE
Dear Hot Stuff,
Joe Brown doesn't give her time.

Dear Dot,
Who is the little girl that Edwin S.
has jilted?
HONEY BUNNY BOO
Der Bo Hoo,
It's our own dashing cheer leader
—Jane Courtney.

Dear Dot,
Who's M. Holland's out of town
boy friend?
MISSISSIPPI
Dear Miss.,
All that I know is that his initals are T. W.

Dear Dot,
Who has
heart now.

Dear Dot,
Why has Peggy M. dropped Sam
P.?
C. H. S.
Dear C. H. S.,
Pardon me but the one happens to
go to Tech.

Mairlyn

Wilkinson's
A. P.

Dear Anslie,
All we know is J. W. and is Jack
Thompson sore!
Dear Dot,
Where did Rosemary Thompson
go last Saturday night?
INTERESTING
Dear Interesting,
Curtis W. had her stepping high.
Dear Dot,
To whom do eyes that always fol
low Margaret Ford belong?
CYNTHIA
Dear Cynthia,
Lyman Mc.
Dear Dot,
Who is that dear little girl that
I'red Billings and Bill Temple have
fallen for?
CURIOUS
Dear Curious,
That cute blonde, Dorothy Lindenmayer, and which does she like best?
You oughta know.
Dear Dot,
Who is our typing champion's heart
beat?
PIT A PAT
You know—the little boy that an
swers to the name of Charles R.

Dear Dot,
Who captured Janet L.'s undivided
attention?
FAULTLESS
Dear Faultless,
I hate to tell you, but its thait dash
ing George G.
Dear Dot,
Why was Carol D. so anxious to
be in the parade?
SNAPS
Dear Snaps,
Could it be because she thought
she might see A. Parker.

Information for Pupils
Pupils should begin to clean out
lockers during last week of school
and the process should be completed
by the afternoon of Thursday May
30. Locks should be taken off lock
ers by this time since any lock left
on lockers will be sawed off during
the summer.
Report cards will be given out to
pupils at the close of the school day
May 30. Report cards and credits
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will be w'thheld from the pupils until
Elizabeth—Billie Winn.
all text books or other school prop_
Sir Walter Scott—Ralph Hoisingerty entrusted to their care in prop ton.
erly accounted for.
Elizabeth Barrett—I'rances JackSeventh and eighth grade pupils
should not attend the graduation ex
Robert Browning—Billy Hopper.
ercises to be held Friday, 10 A. M.
C nderella—June Barnett
May 31 unless they are in company
The Prince—Joe Tagg.
of adults or unless they have a brother
Helen of Troy—-Margarite Fabrin.
or a sister graduating. However those
Paris—Bob Brock.
coming, alone should be seated in the
Madame Butterfly—Peggy Dessombalcony. All space in the auditorium
proper is reserved for parents of grad
Captain Pinkerton—Nelson Freeuates. Pupils in the audience are re
burg.
quested to be courteous and silent
Flash Gordon—Edwin Allen.
during the exercises as nothing per
Dale Arden—Anne Leem.
haps reflects on a school more than
Marie Louise—Martha Argo.
bad conduct on an occasion such as
Napoleon— Dick McGinnis.
this.
Beatrice—Virginia Forbis.
Dante—Howard Baine.
FAMOUS LOVERS
Venus—Corrie Christie.
Adonis—Buddy Boyte.
Cleopatra—Dorothy Williams.
Martha Curtis—Ruth Henderson.
Mark Antony—Claude McCord.
George Washington—R. C. Jobe.
Juliet—Helen Foppiano.
Romeo—Lawrence Gresham.
WHAT FAIRVIEW IS
Pocohontas—Betty Jean Claffey.
GOING TO MISS
John Smith—Jack Jones.
Hero—Sue Cleveland.
John Eaton's football playing.
Leander—Billy Driver.
Janet Lynch's blonde hair.
Henry VIII—Robert Adkison.
Charles Ramsey's high ideals.
His wives—Bennie Joyner, Heathie
Barbara Odle's make-up
Butler, Virginia Williams, Elizabeth
Chink Chamblin's rubber brain.
Norvell, Katherine Bickers, Mary Mairlyn Wilkinson's nose.
McRae.
Harry Noye's girls.
Madame DuBarry—Gloria Mott.
Jane Courtney's Edwin Stanfield.
Louis XIV—Tunkie Sanders.
Billy Ellington's loud mouth.
Eve—Marie Morris.
Sam Fraz'er's basketball playing.
Adam—James Holcombe.
Peggy Mitchell's pretty little face.
Eurydice—Marie Morris.
Bobby Creamer's singing.
Orpheus—Elder Shearon.
Mayme Holland's friendship.
Calpurnia—Audrey Buchannan.
Larry Smith's baby face.
Julius Ceasar—Fred Billings.
Richard Davis' dancing.
Evangeline—Martha Jones.
Henry Stevenson's height.
Gabriel—Russell Pole.
Ira Wilson's skipping school.
Priscilla—Katherine Walker.
Tommy Ross's kingy ways.
John Alden—Eugene Conoway.
Carol Davis's parties.
Ellen—Claudius Cannon.
June Barnett's Mae West walk.
Malcolm—Chink Chamblin.
Jimmy Wood's dirty looks.
Ramona—Mary E. Brown.
Rose Mary Thompson's gum.
Alexandro—Tom Warren.
Mildred Edward's love affairs.
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jealous, and afraid she don't like me
much. What shall I do?
"Chink"
Dear Miss Shray,
Dear "Chink,"
I am a very young girl of 15. I am
I can say only two things to you.
much attracted by the editor for a
Don't try to be the whole show, Clau
certain school paper. This person,
dius doesn't like it. Also, you have
we'll call him Jack, likes a certain
a slight chance as she is getting
student who is very popular. This girl
tired of John Eaton,
has nothing whatsoever to do with
him, yet he still likes her. What shall
Dear Miss Shray,
I do , Miss Shray, pine my heart aDo you think it proper for a boy
way until I end my lonely days in
and girl of 15 and 14, respectively,
spinsterhood or find' forgetfulness
to have steady dates?
through another?
I hope you'll say yes, because I
TEENY
am very much in love with Mary
Dear Miss Northcross;
Hea—. I mean, the girl I am dat
There is no reason for you to do
ing. Please advise me.
either. This young man is simply tired
MAURY.
of your attention. Let him alone for
Dear Richard,
a while may be he'll like you better.
Some people consider it proper;
However, with such strong competi
others do not. Personally, I think
tion. I don't think you have much of
it all right, with the parents' knowl
a chance.
edge and consent. But let me warn
GINTHIA SHRAY
you, Richard. If you don't be care
ful, Robert Adkison will win her
Dear Miss Shray,
away from you. He s been trying
On meeting this girl immediately
ever since he met Heathie.
I fell in love with rer. She is rather
popular, and it seem that I just don't
Dear Gynthia,
have a chance with her. She had a
I am a young lady of 13, and
date with Billy Ohman the other
very popular. A fairly popular boy
night, and I nearly burned up! She
seems to like me and even calls me of Fairview is crazy about me. I
don't like this boy particularly, bu>t
"T'oots". What shall I doJOE
he thinks I do.
I've been very in
Dear Joe,
different, but this doesn't seem to
Marguerite really likes you, I think,
do any good, so what would you ad
but she wants to flirt. You're obvious
vise me -to do to stop his attentions?
ly of the dependable type and she
MISS MOTT.
is sure of you. Take no notice of
My Dear Gloria,
her temporarily and don't premi-t
First, if you are 13, you are not
such indignities as her having a date
"grown up."
Second, Lawrence
with Billy Ohman.
doesen't even notice your existance
since he has discovered Mary Va.
Dear Miss Shay,
Smith has jilted Jack Thompson.
I am a boy of 15, and very much
Third, what you mistake for his "at
in love with a popular blues singer in
tentions" is really just politeness.
the 9-2 at Fairview. As she has a
lovely voice and she in pretty and
very appealing to all the boys. Es_ Dear Miss Shray,
Do you think that a schoolboy has
pecially to a certain one. I'm very
20
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Ginthia Shray's Column

FAIR
a chance of passing if he has a date
every other night?
WORRIED.
Dear J. Paul,
I doubt it very seriously. There
is a remote possibility if he studies
hard and is polite to the teachers.
But be careful whom you have dates
with. You can't study very hard aft
er a date' with certain girls.
Dear Miss Shray,
I am a very lovesick young girl
and I have fallen for a certain boy
of great width and not much length.
I am a blonde and he is a brunette.
I see him in the library almost ev
ery Thursday morning. He pays no
attention to me bu»t sits and goggles
at Jane Courtney and Barbara Odle.
What, oh, what shall I do to mend
' my breaking heart?
ROMANTIC.
Dear Rosemary,
Bob isn't really goggling. He is
merely dreaming, perhaps of you.
Either you will get over it, or he
will be forced to surrender to your
insistence, as sure as your name is
Rosemary Thompson.
WHAT THE SEVENTH AND
EIGHTH GRADERS THINK
OF THE NINTH GRADE

Jack Thompson, 8-2—The best
ninth grade Fairview ever had.
Rayford Jones, 8-6—The ninth
grade has shown much school spirit
by helping Fairview produce a win
ning football and basketball teams.'
Ruth Pankey, 7-1—The present
ninth grade has shown they are in
terested in school activities by tak
ing part in all of them.
Bill Wills, 8-1—The best behaved,
most patriotic, ajnd smartest ninth
grade ever in Fairview.
Max Friedman, 7-7—The ninth
graders have shown an interest in
•their school by helping organize a
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good student government.
William Luton, 7-5—The ninth
grad? has co-operated in all activi
ties and done much to bring honor
to Fairview.
Jim Orr, 8-1—A very good ninth
grade.
Anna Kate Masters, 8-1—A little
conceited but very good.

FAIRVIEW
Fairview is a school so grand,
With winning team and band.
Teachers, loving; teachers, true,
Cheer a fellow when he's blue.
Study hard and you will pass;
If not, you'll repeat your class.
When taking your achievement
test,
Strive your hardest to do your
best.
Mr. Wadley and faculty royal.
Will prove to you, that they are
loyal.
But them, yoh must obey,
Every hour of the day.
Enjoy your -three, years at Fairview.
Let them see that you are true.
And when you leave, I'll bet you
sigh.
To have to bid old Fairview 'bye.
BETTY CARRINGTON.7-1

? AIR
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That Kate Parker is in love with
Leslie Gruber. Compet'.on, Katherine
Walker.

It Seems To
"Yours Truly"

By Beywood Houn
That Mary Virginia Smith is still
set on recapturing her lost love Jack
Thompson, who took a rather hard
fall for "Pat" Abraham, but who
shows signs of returning to Smithy.
That Robert Adkinson has given up
Mary Heath Butler. Don' do it, Bob.
That Claudius Cannon's star has
r'sen and set in the course of of
two months.
That Leslie Gruber still thinks that
he has won first prize in the Latin
Tournament.
That Jane Cleveland has lost inter,
est in Saturday night. As Miss Frieda
Michel has stopped her classes, it must
have been Nelson F. rather than the
bath that attracted her.
That Maggie Manley has jilted Billy
Drive for Warren Barry. Is Billy
surprised?
That Peggy D's back hand stroke
could be impoved.
That Larry M. has lost his oneand-only-flame's love.
The flame
•being Gloria Mott, of course.
That Rose Lee is over plump.
That Lyman McClallen has lost that
elusive something that women—par
don, girls—fall for.
That Elmer McGowan is in love
with that mere slip of a girl, Dolly
Hanowltz. That is an ideal couple.
That the ninth grade would like
for the seventh and eight grades to
have another achievemnt test.
That Dorotry W. has forsaken
Claude McCord for a boy from the
popular Miss Frieda's
maybe.
That Ralph H. is taking a lot of
unnecessary interest in persuading
Pennie Joyner that snakes are warm
blooded. Watch out, P. D.
That Miss Newton is swell.
That Edwin Allen is in love. Prob
ably Anna Kate Masters. ?

DAD'S COOKIE CO.
2123 Central

Oatmeal Cookies
and
Vanilla Wafers

McKINNEY'S GROCERY
and MEAT MARKET
Call 7-1010—7-1011
553 South Cooper
Free Delivery

BONWIT'S
Exclusive Millinery
3 South Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee

ELLAN HAT SHOP
13 South Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee

ALPERIN'S
Women's Ready-to-Wear

i:

Phone 6-5237

55 So. Main St.
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Webster Dictionary
Fairview Edition
Actess—Miss Pttzwater.
Affected—Sue Cleveland.
Argumentative—Bob Adkinson.
Arrogance—Jack Jones.
Artificial—June Barnette.
Attractive—Claudius Cannon.
Boy Crazy—Helen Kirby.
Brillant—Lawrence
Gresham's
Sweater.
Cellophane—Marie Morris.
Clumsy—Anna Kate Masters.
Complicated—Algebra.
Conceit—Leslie Gruber.
Coquette—Sue Cleveland.
Cute—Bob Lynne.
Dancer—Helen Foppiana.
Debater—Lyman McLellan.
Delirious—Dorothy Williams.
Difficult—Latin.
Dumb—Howard Baine.
Evesdropper—Edwin Allen.
Egotistical—Jean Bensinger.
Evil minded—Claude McCord.
Fussy—Ruth Henderson.
Gaudy—M. Stackhouse.
Honorable—An office in Student
Government. (?)
Ideal—No such word in Fairview
Insinuating—James Halcombe.
Intriguing—B. Jeanne Claffey.
Kissable—Gloria Mott.
Lenthy—Dan West.
Little—Joe Reyes.
Love sick—Peggy Mitchell.
Old Maid—Charlene Fleetwood.
Perfect—See ideal.
Pest—Marshall.
Placid—Mary W. McRae.
Popular—Heathie Butler.
Prim—Corrie Christie.
Prude—Kate Parker.
Sensitive—Bob Adkinson.
Shy—Mary W. McRae.
Solemn—Mary Franecs Huntley.
Studious—Elmer McGowan.|
Sweet—Martha Jones.
Talkative—Bennie Joyner.

VIEWS
Temperamental—Peggy Dessommes.
Finis—End.

0. K. SHOE SHOP
We Know Our Business
2153 Young Avenue

W. A. KILPATRICK
Drugs
Call 7-0717

2148 Young Ave.

HARRY ROSENBLUM
"Better Merchandise for
Less"
944 So. Cooper at Young

I is a happy feeling to know
that your shoes have been
repaired right.
W. C. HALEY
SHOE SHOP
226 South Cooper Street

ROLAND'S
LUNCH ROOM
The Best Meal at Low Cost
2125 Young Avenue

FAIR

VIEWS
WHEN PUPILS OF
FAIRVIEW STEP INTO SONG

Congraulating the
Ninth Grade

"Stay As Sweet As You Are"—
Robert Adkinson.
"Clouds, floating through the sky"
—as represented by Margaret Ford
in the,father'? night program.
"Soon maybe not tomorrow"—
The ninth grade will leave Fairview.
"What's The Reason I'm Not pleasin' You?"—Dorothy Williams to
Claude McCord.
"Lover, Come Back to Me"—Betty
Jeanne Claffey to Charles Collins.
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes"—
When Kate Parker thinks of a certain
old flame.
"Throwin' Stones At The Sun"—
In the third period Latin class when
Peggy Dessommes gets mad.
"You're Lovely to Look At"—
Evelyn Sherman.
"With Every Breath I Take"—
Lyman McLellan's opinion of Sue
Cleveland.
"I Won't Dance"—Because I have
to write my scandal sheet, says MarieMorris.
"Its Easy to Remember"—What

0. J. PIERCE
HARDWARE
1717 Lamar

THE CALVACADE
Good Things to Eat
All Kinds of Drinks
Phone 7-9479
1902 Lamar
We Deliver

Compliments of
NISLEY CO.
7 North Main Street

Compliments of
!

!

STARRS MILLINERY

1

For the Finest of
Groceries and Meats
Shop at

j

! EASY WAY STORE No. 4
I Phone 7-3134

938 S. Cooper

§

j
S

the entire ninth grade thinks of Fairview.
"Oh. You Nasty Man"—Marie
Morris and Dorothy Williams' inven
tory of Leslie Gruber.
"No, no, A Thousand Times No!"
—The principal argument between
Miss Lucas and Edwin Allen.
"Bend Down Sister"—Mary Heath
Butler.
"I Misunderstood"—Mary Clayton
Martin-and Miss Lueas.
Respectfully submitted, by
A MUSIC SHOP
"I'm happy and all that, of course,
old chap, but still-1 wish my wife
wouldn't talk so much about her last
husband."
"^orget it. Mine's always talk
ing her next ones."

THE LEADER
Graduation Dresses in Organdie and Nets
Specialize in Small Sizes
Telephone 8-4928

51-53 North Main Street

H. B. Northcutt

Phone 7-5631

C. V. Davis

EAST END LUMBER CO., INC.
The Pick of the Trees
Retail Lumber—Building Material
Hardware—Roof ing—Paints

2197 Central Ave.

Geo. T. Broadnax, Inc.
CLASS PINS AND RINGS
FRATERNITY RINGS AND PINS
MAIN AND MONROE
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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